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VICE PRESIDENT November 30, 1981
SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND CoNSTRUCitoN

Mr. C. E. Norelius, Acting Director
Division of Engineering and Technical Inspection
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinola 60137

RE: Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket Nos. 50-440; 50-441
Response to I.E. Report

Dear Mr. Norelius:

Please reference Inspection Report Number 50-440/81-09; 50-441/81-09, attached
to your letter dated July 24, 1981, which identified areas examined by Mr. K. D.
Ward during his inspection conducted June 4 and July 14, 1981.

In letters dated August 26, 1981, and October 30, 1981, I informed you of
interim measures taken to resolve the one (1) Severity Level V Violation

described in Mr. Ward's inspection report. Information from those letters is
included in this transmittal to provide a complete response pursuant to the
provisions of 10CFR2.201.

As we committed, our final respoilse has been submitted to you on November 30, 1981,
and the information submitted is true and correct to the best of my knowledge,

information and belief. If there are additional questions, please do not

hesitate to call.

Very truly yours,

t .

/ / d

D. R. Davidson
Vice President
Systems Engineering and Construction
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RESPONSE TO ENFORCEMENT ITEM

Below is our response to Appendix A, Notice of Violation, of United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission I.E. Report 50-440/81-09; 50-441/81-09.

I. Noncompliance' 440/81-09-01; 441/81-09-01

A. Severity Level V Violation

10CFR50, Appendix B, _ Criterion IX ' states in part that, " Measures
shall be established to assure that special processes, including...
nondestructive testing, are controlled and accomplished by qualified
personnel.using qualified procedures in accordance with applicable
codes, standards, specifications, criteria, and other special
requirements."

The Perrt Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, PSAR Section 17.1.9.2,-
stated 's) part that "CEI requires contractors to establish and
document measures that will assure that special processes will be
accomplished...in accordance with the applicable codes..."

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section V, 1974 Edition, Winter 1975 Addenda, Article 2,
Paragraph T-2624 requires that the shim thickness shall be selected
so the total thickness being radiographed under the penetrameter is

'essentially the same as the total weld thickness.

Contrary to the above, for several radiographs the **is thickness
was not selected so the total thickness being radiographed under the
penetrameter was essentially the same as the total weld thickness.

B. Response

1. The PNPP Project Organization is performing a 100 percent
review of all Pullman Power Products shop radiographs submitted
prior to August 26, 1981. During this review the film is being
categorized into three groups: Good, Fair and Poor. The film
classified as Poor is that in which the required "4T" hole in

the penetrameter is barely visible.

Upon completion of 35 percent (3,760 views) of the total review,
672 views were categorized as poor. Three of the worst cases
within the poor range were selected and re-radiographed on site
using the Pullman Shop Radiographic Procedure. The sizes of
the pipe re-shot were 4", 6" and 8". Each re-shot contained a
penetrameter with a shim, without a shim and one placed in the
weld area without a shim. The re-radiographs exhibited sensi-

tivity on all three penetrameters equivalent to or better than
the original radiographs.
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This information, along with a further breakdown as to the weld
ID numbers of the welds _ involved, the percentages of welds that
fell into each category and-the systems involved, was presented
to the Vice Chairman, National Board of Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Inspectors and .the Chief Inspector, State of Ohio Boiler .
and Pressure Vessel Section who informed us that they were
satisfied with what we had accomplished and accept everything
that we have completed to date.

2. The following actions have been taken to prevent recurrence:

a) Pullman Power Products (PPP) was informed officially that-
all radiographs produced in the shop and at the Site shall
contain the required proper size shim,

b) Gilbert Associates (GAI), our Architect / Engineer. recalled
all their field representatives and resident inspectors
and held a training seminar, which included the interpre-
tation of radiographs and Code requirements.

c) CAI was directed to increase their radiographic test
surveillance at the PPP shop in Williamsport, Pennsylvania,
from 25 percer.t to 50 percent coverage until further
notice.

3. When 100 percent review of all radiographs is completed, we
will again request concurrence from the State of Ohio sad
National Board Representatives. Completion is prese'tly
scheduled for June 39, 1982, and full compliance will be achieved
when concurrence has been obtained.
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